MONEY

Questions: Is money important? Why? / Why not?

• Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.

1. What is the price? How much does it cost?
2. There are one hundred cents in one euro and in one ____________.
3. In the USA and a few other countries, people use the dollar. In Europe, people use the ____________.
4. A ____________ is a person who has one million (1,000,000) dollars (or more).
5. A ____________ is a coin worth one cent.
6. An ____________ is an automated teller machine. Many people also call it a bank machine.
7. I want to pay for this shopping cart of groceries. Where is the ____________?
8. How many cents are there in one ____________? There are five cents.
9. How many cents are there in one ____________? There are ten cents.
10. When you buy something in a store, you will probably have to pay ____________, in addition to the price.
11. You can get ____________ from an ATM. It is money that you can see and touch.
12. You can buy things online when you have a ____________.
13. When you write a ____________, remember to write the date and sign your name on it.
14. Do you like to save money or ____________ it?
15. How many cents are there in one ____________? There are twenty-five cents.
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**ANSWER KEY**

1. price
2. dollar
3. euro
4. millionaire
5. penny
6. ATM
7. cashier
8. nickel
9. dime
10. tax
11. cash
12. credit card
13. check
14. spend
15. quarter
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This worksheet is now on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzDwpw9T1ok